Week Beginning 20th April 2020 Reception
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Can you think of an animal for every letter of
your name?
For exampleLouise
(lion, orangutan, Urchin, Iguana, seal, elephant)
You could even draw your favourite.

Go and find 10 sticks or 10 leaves.
Can you put them in order of size from
smallest to biggest?
Can you number them?

Can you find three different plants in the
garden?
Can you name them?

Can you use your phonics to spell
these plants ?(it doesn’t have to be perfect initial sounds will do).
tulip
daisy
rose
sunflower
tree
daffodil

Find 10 pairs of socks and jumble them up.
Can you put them all back together in pairs
correctly in 20 seconds? On your marks…get
set…go!

What do plants like to drink?
Can you fill an empty bottle with water and
give the plants a drink?

Can you draw and label the parts of a plant?
Maybe there is a lovely flower in the garden you
can draw.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nokRG
hevCw
Watch
Count by 2s Song (hopscotch) on YouTube.
Can you line up pairs of shoes in the house
and count in 2s?

Spring has certainly sprung. Have you got
flowers near you? They can grow in the
ground, on trees or even in pots in the house.
How many plants have you got in the house?
How many trees can you count out of the
window?

What happens when the sun shines after rain?
Can you draw a lovely rainbow and label your
favourite colour (mine’s blue!)?

Shape scavenger hunt! (2D flat shapes)
Can you find a circle ? Go !
Can you find a rectangle? Go !
Can you find a square? Go !
And lastly a triangle!
(Bonus…star, heart and semi-circle!)

Cut off the top of a carrot. Put it in a saucer
and add some water. Place the saucer on a
sunny window (make sure you keep topping up
the water) keep a diary of what happens!

Eye spy scavenger hunt.
Find something in the… Beginning with…
1. kitchen
s
2. Bathroom
t
3. Living room
c
4. Bedroom
l
5. Garden
f

Find 4 pencils and make a square shape on
the floor.
How many toys can you fit inside the square?

Fruit and vegetables grow in different places.
Find out how these grow…
on a tree, on a bush, under the ground or on
the ground
1) Apple
2) Blackberry 3)Cucumber
4) Potato
5) Pea
6) Carrot
7) Broccoli 8) Pineapple

BONUS ACTIVITY
How many green things can you spot in
the house?

Have you ever used wax crayons to do
rubbings? Have a go using coins, leaves
and Lego. What works best?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu
zF_FsR53w
Watch and Play
would you rather with a grown up
(Would you rather by John Burningham)

Toilet roll challenge. What can you turn
it into?
An animal, a car garage, a rocket, a dress
for a doll…?
Fill the cup game. 2 teams cups. Use a
large spoon or ladle and scoop up water
from one end and run to the cup placed
a distance away. First to fill they cup
wins!

